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Considering complete Boolean algebras as sets of truth values the structure of a 
fuzzy topological group, fuzzy topological ring, etc., is specified. The probabilistic 
completion of ordinary topological algebraic structures shows the applicability of 
these concepts to the theory of stochastic processes, e.g., a new definition of the 
stochastic integral is presented in Section 5. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In the last ten years the theory of fuzzy topologies attracted more and 
more the attention of the scientific community and many interesting 
properties of fuzzy topologies have been investigated [3-5, 9-12, 1619, 
21-27, 30, 31, 34-361. The aim of this paper is to give a first systematic 
study of those fuzzy topologies, which are compatible with the underlying 
algebraic structure, e.g., with a group, ring, or vector space structure. One 
of the most important results is the permanence property that the 
probabilistic completion of fuzzy topological commutative groups (rings, 
etc.) is again a fuzzy topological commutative group (ring, etc.). As an 
application of this result we obtain Ei. a natural crossing from ordinary 
commutative topological groups to fuzzy topological groups as well as a 
new definition of the stochastic integral with respect o arbitrary stochastic 
processes having orthogonal increments only (cf. [6, 71, Sect. 5.2). 
Based on a brief survey concerning the theory of fuzzy topologies (cf. 
Sect. 1) we develop the fundamental notions of the fuzzy topological group, 
ring, and module in Sections 2 and 3. The richness of this theory appears 
in Section 4, which deals with probabilistic complete fuzzy topological 
groups. Finally Section 5 indicates the applicability of this theory to spaces 
of abstract valued, almost everywhere defined random variables. For the 
sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of complete Boolean 
algebras, and we do not choose complete Brouwerian lattices as sets of 
“truth values” (cf. [lO-12, 161). But generalizations to the scope of 
Brouwerian lattices are evident, and in fact the most important theorems 
remain true. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. B-fuzzy subsets 
Let (8, <) be a complete Boolean algebra, a(B) be the unit (zero) 
element in 6, and let c( v /? (a A /?, tl’) be the join of {a, /?) (meet of {CI, /?}, 
complement of H) in 8. Further let X be an arbitrary nonvoid set; referring 
to the terminology due to Goguen [S] each element fc Bx is called a 6% 
fuzzy subset of X. Considering a partial ordering < on oix specified as 
follows: 
fi4f2of*(x)~f2(X)VxEX, (1.1.1) 
we obtain that (Sx, 4) is a complete Boolean algebra too. In particular the 
Boolean operations in ($5’ are defined pointwise. 
DEFINITION (Q-Filter). (a) A nonvoid subset f~l of Bx is said to be a 
set of (fi-fuzzy subsets satisfying the u-condition iff Ml is provided with the 
following property: (h E BX s.t. kf&-+S with v{~(f), feM}=II, 
(f(x)) A x(f)<h(x) VXEXV,~EM)*~EE (k--condition). 
(b) A nonvoid subset IF of Bx is called a I-jifter on X iff IF fulfills the 
following conditions: 
(Fl ) [F satisfies the K-condition 
W) f,g~E*fAg~iF 
(F3) V {f(x),xEX)=Q V~EF. 
(c) A nonvoid subset [EB of BX is a Q-filter base on X iff IB is provided 
with the properties 
(FBI) V(f, g)E B x B 31~: B + 6 with V {I, be B} = 3, 
(b(x)) A u(b) <f(x) A g(x), Vx E X, V’b E B, 
(FB2) V {b(x),.x~X}=ll, VbE!B. 
Every I-filter base B on X generates a I-filter [F, by 5, = {f E Bx I3c: 
B+B s.t. V {Ic(b),b&}=Q, b( x A It(b) <f(x)}; and conversely every ) 
nonvoid subset B of a l-filter IF on X equipped with the property 
Vf E [F 31~: B -+ 8 with V {x(b), b E B} = II, b(x) A It(b) d f(x) 
is a I-filter base of IF. 
Further let @: X + Y be a mapping; the image @(f) of a B-fuzzy subset f 
of X under CD (the inverse image @~ ‘(f) of a B-fuzzy subset f of Y, respec- 
tively) is defined as 
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(@(f))(Y) = v {f(x) I x E x Q(x) = Y> QYE y, 
W’(f))(x)=fP(x)) QxEX. 
If [F, is a a-filter on X, then IEBi := (Q(f), f E IF,} is a 21-filter base on Y, 
and the 1 -filter @([F, ) generated by B, is called the image l-filter of IF, 
under @. If IF, is a Il-filter on Y and if 5, := (W’(f),f~ IF,} is a II-filter 
base on X, then the filter @-‘(F,) generated by B, is said to be the inverse 
image l-filter of F, under @. Finally in the case of Q = (0, 1 } the theory of 
B-fuzzy subsets coincides with the usual set theory. 
1.2. O-fuzzy Topological Spaces 
Let X be an ordinary nonvoid set; referring to the terminology due to 
Lowen [23] a nonvoid subset 0 of Bx is said to be a B-fuzzy topology on 
X iff 0 satisfies the following conditions 
(01) TGO*V{g,gET}EO 
(02) TcCo,Card(T)<N,=>A {g, gET}EO 
(03) cA,E~),Q~E~~ 
If 8 is Q-fuzzy topology on X, then the ordered pair (X, 0) is a G-fuzzy 
topological space, and each element g E 0 is called an open G-fuzzy subset 
of x. 
DEFINITION (G-fuzzy neighborhoods). (a) For every point p E X let UJ, 
be a nonvoid subset of Sx. ( UJ,),,x is said to be a system of G-fuzzy 
neighborhoods of X iff (UJ,), E x is provided with the following properties: 
(Ul) UJ, satisfies the K-condition for all p E X 
(U2) d,,dzEUp=xdl A d,EUJJp for allpEX 
(U3) dEU,*d(p)=Q for allpEX 
(U4) VdP E UJ, 3~: UqEx UJ, x {q} x U, + 6 s.t. the relations 
Va, U, (/lqc~ (VdqE U, @,a d,))) = Q, C&d * d,(x)) A &a 4J G d,(x), 
Qx E X, are valid. 
In particular each element de IIJ,, is called a G-fuzzy neighborhood of p. 
(b) Let !J, be the Q-filter of all B-fuzzy neighborhoods of p. Every 
a-filter base B, of U, is said to be a neighborhood base of p. 
From Proposition 5.1 in [ 1 l] we obtain that in the Boolean case the 
axioms of B-fuzzy topologies coincide with the axioms of probabilistic 
topologies (cf. [lo]); and therefore by virtue of the main theorem in [lo] 
’ (a.l.)(x)=a,VxEX. 
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every B-fuzzy topology 0 can be identified with a system (U,,),,, of 
C&fuzzy neighborhoods and vice versa. In particular a B-fuzzy subset g of 
X is open iff g satisfies the condition 
,A (,iJ, (g(x))” A 4x)) G MPH” QPEX. (1.2.1) 
P 
Further we use the following terminology: A B-fuzzy subset f of X is 
closed iff the complement S” off is open. The closure h of a B-fuzzy subset 
is defined by 
h(p)= A v h(x)r\d(x) ,k’p~X. 
( deUp XEX 1 
A Q-fuzzy subset h is dense in X iff the closure of h coincides with X, i.e., 
Q(p) = II, Vp E X. Referring to [ 101 and to Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.4 
in [16] the subsequent relations are valid: 
The closure of a B-fuzzy subset is closed. 
For every C&fuzzy neighborhood d of p there exists an 
open B-fuzzy subset g such that g(p) = II and g < d. 
If g is an open B-fuzzy subset of X and if h is dense in X, 
theng<gAh. 
Moreover B-fuzzy topologies can be generated as follows: 
(1.2.2) 
(1.2.3) 
(1.2.4) 
LEMMA. For each point p E X let B, be a II-filter base on X satisfying the 
conditions 
(Bl) b+,*b(p)=II,Vp’pX. 
(B2) Vb,E 5,3K: UqEx B, x {q) x B, + 6 s.t. the subsequent 
relations hold true 
(a) VS. 8, (AqEX (V+ B, 46 q, b,))) = Q 
(b) &q) A b,(x) * ~(6 4, b,) G b,(x). 
Then there exists an unique B-fuzzy topology 8 on X such that for all p E X 
the set B, is a neighborhood base of p. 
Proof. Let OJ, be the f-filter generated by 5,. Obviously U, fulfills 
(Ul)-(U3). In order to verify (U4) we proceed as follows: By definition for 
every element dP E U, there exists a mapping K: leap -+ C5 provided with the 
properties (cf. 1.1) 
v (K@‘),b+)=Q, 4x) A 4b) d d,(x), vx E x. (1.2.5) 
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According to (B2) for each element b E B, we choose a mapping 
~b:UqeX~px~dx~q -+ 6 equipped with the properties (a) and (b). Now 
we are in the position to define a mapping Ic: lJqE X IEB, x {q} x B, + 8 by 
and we infer from (a) and (b) in connection with (1.2.5) 
v (/j ( v K(b”, 4, b,)))=Q, 
be&, qeX b4sB, 
g(q) A b,(x) A C(b”, q, bq) <d,(x), Vx E X, 
hence (UJ,), E X satisfies (U4). Q.E.D. 
As an application of the above lemma we introduce the product of 
@-fuzzy topologies as follows:2 The Cartesian product of two G-fuzzy sub- 
sets fl of Xl and .f2 of x2 is defined by (fl xf2)h, p2) =.MPJ * GAPE), 
V(p,, p2) E X, x X2; further let (Xi, 0;) be a B-fuzzy topological space and 
QJFJP,.X, be the system of Q-fuzzy neighborhoods corresponding to Oi 
(i= 1, 2); by virtue of the preceding lemma there exists an unique B-fuzzy 
topology 0, @ O2 on X, x X2 such that { dp, x dP2 IdP, E U,, , d,, E U,,} is a 
neighborhood base of (pl, p2) for all (pl, p2)eX1 xX,; Lo,@O, is said to 
be the product B-fuzzy topoloy of LoI and CO,. 
Let (X, 0) be a B-fuzzy topological space, A be an ordinary subset of X, 
and let i, be the canonical injection from A into X. The B-fuzzy topology 
0, := {i,‘(g), g E O> is called the relative B-fuzzy topology on A induced 
by 0. A B-fuzzy topology 0 on X is II-Hausdorff separated3 iff for every 
pair (p, q) EXX X with p # q there exists a B-fuzzy neighborhood dP 
of p and G-fuzzy neighborhood dq of q satisfying the following 
V {d,(x) A d,(x), ~4 $ Q. 
Let @: X + Y be a mapping; Q, is said to be B-fuzzy continuous at a point 
pEXiff UJ@ CPj E @(UP); @ is B-fuzzy continuous on X iff @ is @-fuzzy con- 
tinuous at each point p E X. In particular @ is B-fuzzy continuous iff for all 
open @-fuzzy subsets g of Y the inverse image G-‘(g) of g is an open 
Q-fuzzy subset of X (cf. [23]). A bijective mapping @ is a homeomorphism 
iff Q> and @ - ’ are both G-fuzzy continuous. Considering B-fuzzy con- 
tinuous mappings as morphisms, the class of B-fuzzy topological spaces 
constitutes a category FTOP. 
’ This concept is not related to the definition of the product of fuzzy topologies proposed by 
Hutton in [19]. 
3 This axiom is the weakest Hausdorff separation axiom, which can be formulated for 
@fuzzy topologies. It is essentially different from those separation conditions specified in [S 
and 301. 
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Finally let r be an ordinary topology on X and U, be the set of all 
neighborhoods of p w.r.t. r. Identifying ordinary subsets A of X with their 
characteristic functions4 1, we infer from the preceding lemma that there 
exists an unique (fi-fuzzy topology Co7 on X such that B, = ( 1 U, U E U, > is 
a neighborhood base of p w.r.t. LOT for all p E X. In particular a B-fuzzy sub- 
set g of X is open w.r.t. 9, iff g is lower semicontinuous w.r.t. r (cf. [14]), 
i.e., 
dP)G v A g(x) 3 
( ) 
VpEx; 
UEUp xeu 
0, is said to be the Cs-fuzzy topology on X generated by z (cf. [23]). Iden- 
tifying ordinary topological spaces (X, r) with (X, 0,) we obtain that the 
category TOP of topological spaces is a full subcategory of FTOP. In the 
case of 0 = (0, 1 } the theory of B-fuzzy topological spaces coincides with 
the ordinary theory of topological spaces. 
1.3. B-fuzzy Uniform Spaces 
Let X be an arbitrary nonvoid set; on Gjxxx we introduce a binary 
operation 
Obviously (Oxxx, 0 , 4) is a completely lattice-ordered semigroup with the 
unit element 1 d, 
l‘APYq)=Q9 P = 4, 
=6D, P + 4. 
A Q-filter V on Xx X is called a B-fuzzy uniformity on X (cf. [ 11, 161) iff 
V is provided with the following additional properties: 
(Vl) dEV=>l,=$d 
(V2) deV=sd-‘EV, where d-‘(p,q)=d(q,p) 
(V3) VdE V 3~: V + 6 s.t. V (it(d), 2~ V} = II, (&&(p, q) A .(a) < 
d(p, 41, V(P, q) E Xx X. 
If V is a Q-fuzzy uniformity on X, then (X, V) is said to be a G-fuzzy 
untform space, and each element dE W is a B-fuzzy vicinity in X. 
Let (Xi, n/J be a (Ii-fuzzy uniform space (i = 1,2); a mapping @: X, + X, 
is called (fuzzy) uniformly continuous iff5 V, c (CD x @)(V,). A bijective 
mapping @ is an isomorphism iff @ and Q-’ are both uniformly con- 
41,(x)=11,x~A;1A(~)=~,~~A. 
* (@x @MA 4) = (@P(P), @(q)). 
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tinuous. A II -filter base B on Xx X is said to be a vicinity base on X iff B 
satisfies (Vl )-(V3). A 6%fuzzy uniformity V on X is 1 -separated iff V fulfills 
the condition 
v(P,q)Exxx with pZq3dEV s.t. d(p,q) 4 II. (1.3.1) 
Finally a 21 -filter [F on X is called a Cuuchy filter w.r.t. a (fi-fuzzy unifor- 
mity V iff for every B-fuzzy vicinity dE V there exists a mapping K: ff -+ 6 
satisfying the following properties 
WP) Af(s)) * C) 6 d(p> 4) v(p,q)Exxx,vfElF. 
Remark. (a) If @ is uniformly continuous, then the image of every 
Cauchy filter [F under @ is again a Cauchy filter. 
(b) If B is a vicinity base on X, then the li-filter 5, generated by B is 
a B-fuzzy uniformity on X. 
(c) (Product of B-fuzzy uniformities) Let f be a G&fuzzy subset of 
Xx X and g be a B-fuzzy subset of Y x Y; f@ g is a G-fuzzy subset of 
(Xx Y) x (Xx Y) defined by 
(f@ gh r), (4, s)) =fh 4) A drl ~1. 
Further let V be a Q-fuzzy uniformity on X and VW be a B-fuzzy unifor- 
mity on Y. Then B = {f@ g) E V x VW} is a vicinity base on Xx Y, and the 
@fuzzy uniformity VOW generated by B is said to be the product 
Gjiizzy uniformity on Xx Y with respect o V and W. 
(d) For every ordinary uniformity !J3 on X the set B = (1 v, VE %} is 
a vicinity base on X; hence each ordinary uniformity % can be identified 
with the 6%fuzzy uniformity V(B) generated by B. 
(e) By virtue of the lemma in Section 1.2 for each B-fuzzy uniformity 
V on X there exists an unique B-fuzzy topology 0, on X such that 
B, = {d,Id,(q) = d(p, q), de V} is a neighborhood base of p w.r.t. Ov for 
all p E X In particular, if V is generated by an ordinary uniformity %(i.e., 
V = V(B)) and if zrg is the ordinary topology induced by %3%, then, 
0 v(s)- - o*,, i.e., the diagram in Fig. 1 is commutative: 
ordinary uniformities M G-fuzzy uniformities 
ordinary topologies --------+ G-fuzzy topologies 
FIGURE 1 
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1.4. Probabilistic Convergence Theory 
We use a convergence theory-the so-called probabilistic convergence 
theory-which is essentially different from the convergence theory 
proposed by Lowen for fuzzy topological spaces (cf. [25]). Let 0 be a 
B-fuzzy topology on X with the corresponding system (UJ,),,, of B-fuzzy 
neighborhoods. A Q-filter IF on X is probabilistic convergent, or briefly, con- 
vergent iff there exists a point p E X such that U, G iF. A point p E X is said 
to be an adherent point qf a II-filter 5 iff there exists a Q-filter W such that 
UJ, u F G W. A Q-fuzzy uniform space is called probabilistic complete iff 
every Cauchy filter on X is convergent with respect o the (s-fuzzy topology 
Co, induced by V. In this context the following two theorems are fun- 
damental (cf. Theorems 3.5 and 5.8 in [16]): 
THEOREM I (Principle of the G-fuzzy continuous extension). Let (X, 0) 
be a B-fuzzy topological space, A be an ordinary dense subset of X, and let 
0, be the relative B-fuzzy topology on A induced by 0. Further let (Y, W) be 
a probabilistic complete, Q-separated, B-fuzzy untform space, @: A -+ Y be a 
B-fuzzy continuous mapping w.r.t. 0, and COW, and let i, : AG X be the 
canonical injection of A into X. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists an unique @?-fuzzy continuous mapping 6: X -+ Y such 
that @=80ii,. 
(ii) For each neighborhoodfilter U, in X the Q-filter @(i;‘( U,)) is a 
Cauchy filter in Y w.r.t. W. 
THEOREM II (Probabilistic completion). For every 1 -separated, G-fuzzy 
untform space (X, a/) there exists a probabilistic complete, II-separated, 
B-fuzzy uniform space (2, a) provided with the property: 
There exists an injective mapping j: XCS 8 satisfying the conditions 
(i) j is an isomorphism ontoj(X) 
(ii ) j(X) is dense in 2. 
(Cl 
In particular (2, Q) is unique, i.e., (2, 9) is determined by the property (C) 
up to an isomorphism. 
The B-fuzzy uniform space (2, 9) is called the probabilistic completion of 
(X, V). If (X, ‘13) is an ordinary complete, separated uniform space, then in 
general (i.e., 8 # (0, 1 f) (X, V(B)) is not probabilistic complete; however 
according to Theorem II we are always able to construct the probabilistic 
completion of (X, V(B)). 
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2. B-FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (E, . ) be a (not necessarily commutative) group 
and Lo be a 6fuzzy topology on E. The triple (E, ., 0) is said to be a 
B-fuzzy topological group 6 if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(GTl) The mapping .: E x E + E is B-fuzzy continuous w.r.t. 000 
and 0. 
(GT2) The inversion x+x-l from E to E is B-fuzzy continuous 
w.r.t. Co. 
Remark 2.2. (a) Let (E, ., 0) be a B-fuzzy topological group. 
(i) The left-translations x + a. x (right-translations x + x. a, 
respectively) are homeomorphisms. 
(ii) For all (a,b)EExE the mapping x--+a.x.b is a 
homeomorphism. 
(iii) The inversion x + x-l is a homeomorphism. 
(b) A @fuzzy subsetfof a group E is symmetric iffy(x) =f-‘(x) := 
f (x ~ ’ ), Qx E E. A B-fuzzy topology 0 on E is said to be translation-invariant 
iff all left and right translations are homeomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (E, ‘) be a group, e be the neutral element in E, 0 
be a 6%fuzzy topology on E, and let U, be the system of all B-fuzzy 
neighborhoods of e w.r.t. 0. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) (E, ., CO) is a @-fuzzy topological group 
(ii) 6 is translation-invariant and fulfills the subsequent properties 
(GVl) VdEU, 31~: U,-+6 s.t. V {k(b), b&J=%, 
(b(x) A b(y)) A x(b) d d(x. y), V’b E UJ,. 
(GV2) dE U.*d-‘E U, 
(GV3) UJ,={~EQ~I~~EUJ,, !laEEs.t.f(x)=d(a-‘.x+a)}. 
Proof The implication (i) * (ii) follows immediately from the 
Definition 2.1 and Remark 2.2. In order to prove (ii) * (i) we proceed as 
follows: By virtue of (GVl) and (GV3) for every B-fuzzy neighborhood d 
6 Contrary to [4] the algebraic structure is crisp. 
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of e and for every element CE E we are in the position to choose a mapping 
K: UJ, -+ 6 provided with the properties 
Using the estimation 
b(a-‘z,) A b(z,x-‘) A tc(b)bd((a.c)-‘.z,.z,), 
we infer from the translation-invariance of 0 that . : G x G + G is 6%fuzzy 
continuous in (a, c); hence (GTl ) is verified. The relation (GT2) is an 
immediate consequence of (GV2) in connection with the translation- 
invariance of Co. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let (E, .) be a group with the neutral element e, and let 
F be a Q-filter on E equipped with the properties (GVl)-(GV3). Then there 
exists an unique @fuzzy topology 8 on E satisfying the conditions: 
(i) F is the system UJ, of all G-fuzzy neighborhoods of e w.r.t. 0. 
(ii) (E, ., 0) is a (fi-fuzzy topological group. 
Proof (a) The uniqueness of 0 is an immediate consequence of (i) 
and (ii) in connection with Remark 2.2(a). 
(b) (Existence). Because of (GVl) and (GV2) the equation d(e) = II 
holds true for all d E IF; hence for all x E E the set U, defined by 
U,=(f&Fjd~[F s.t. f(z)=d(x-l.z) VZEE} 
fulfills the properties (Ul)-(U3). By virtue of (GV3) and Proposition 2.3 it 
is sufficient to prove that (U,),, E satisfies the axiom (U4). Because of 
(GVl ) for each element d E [F we can choose a mapping K: IF + (si provided 
with the properties 
/&c(b),bEff}=I 
(2.1) 
b(c’.z) A b(a-‘.c) A tc(b)<d(a-‘z). 
Now we introduce a mapping I?: U c E E RJ O x {c > x U C -+ 6 as follows 
t?(h, c, k) =v {tc(b)l3bE [F: h(z)= b(a-’ .z), k(z) = b(c-’ .z) Vz}. 
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From (2.1) we infer 
V (A ( V 4h,C,k)))=Q 
hcU, ceE ksU, 
h(c) A k(z) A K(h, c, k)<d(a-‘*z); 
and therewith (U4) is verified. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let (6, 6 ) be a complete Boolean algebra of countable 
type (cf [20]). Further let (E, + ) be a commutative group, 0 be the neutral 
element in E, and 0 be a G-fuzzy topology on E, and let UJo be the system of 
all B-fuzzy neigborhoods of 0 w.r.t. Co. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(i) (E, +, 0) is B-fuzzy topological group 
(ii) Lo is translation-invariant and fulfZ1.s the subsequent properties’ 
(GVl) VdEU,IbEUJ, s.t. b+b$d 
(GV2) dE U,* -de U,. 
Proof (a) (i) * (ii) Since 8 is a Boolean algebra of .countable type 
(i.e., 8 fulfills the countable chain condition, cf. [33]), we infer from 
(GVl) that for every (s-fuzzy O-neighborhood d there exists a sequence 
(bn),, N of B-fuzzy O-neighborhoods b, and a sequence (K,),~ N in (fi 
satisfying the following conditions: 
b n+l6bm k’,<K,+,,VnEM 
((b, + b,)(x) A K, < d(x), Vx E E. 
By virtue of (Ul ) the B-fuzzy subset b, defined by 
b,(x) =v (G, A b,(x)), Vx E -6 neN 
is a B-fuzzy neighborhood. Moreover we obtain: b, + b, =$ d; hence (GVl) 
is verified. 
(b) (ii)*(i) S ince the group E is commutative, the implication 
(ii) =c- (i) follows immediately from Proposition 2.3. 
Remark 2.6 (Products and quotients of B-fuzzy topological groups). 
(a) Let (E, ., 0) be a (s-fuzzy topological group, OJ, be the system of 
al (li-fuzzy neighborhoods of e w.r.t. Co, and let H be a normal subgroup of 
‘(f+f)(x)=V MY) A”f(Z), y+z=x), -f(x)=fC-x). 
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E and @ be the quotient map from E onto E/H. By virtue of Corollary 2.4 
there exists a unique B-fuzzy topology 0, on E/H provided with the 
properties: 
(i) B = {Q(d), do U,> is a neighborhood base of [e] with respect 
to 0,. 
(ii) (E/H, ., 0,) is O-fuzzy topological group; 
Lo, is said to be the Q-fuzzy quotient topology on E/H (cf. [ 31). 
(b) Let {(Ei, ., @;I, in Z> be a family of @-fuzzy topological groups 
and U, be the system of all G-fuzzy neighborhoods of ei w.r.t. Oi. Further 
let (Xic, Ej, .) be the algebraic product of the groups (Ej, .), 
Z7,: Xic, E; + E, be the projection onto the i,th coordinate, and let J(Z) 
be the set of all nonvoid, finite subsets of 1. By virtue of Corollary 2.4 there 
exists a unique B-fuzzy topology oiclOi on Xisl E, satisfying the con- 
ditions 
(i) B= {A\iEHn;‘(di)IHEJ(Z),diE~),, ~EH} isaneighborhood 
base of (e,)iE,. 
(ii) (XielEi,., @i,,oi) is a B-fuzzy topological group; 
@ iel0i is called the G-fuzzy product topology on Xic, Ei w.r.t. fli. 
Remark 2.7 (B-fuzzy real numbers). Let IF&! be the ordinary set of all 
real numbers. A B-fuzzy subset F of R is said to be a Q-fuzzy real number 
iff F fulfills the following properties: 
A F(-n)=& nyN f’b)=Q; (Boundary Conditions) 
ncN 
F(r) = V {F(f), r’ p r],VrE[W. (Left-Continuity) 
On the set X( R, 6) of all &fuzzy real numbers we introduce a structure 
of a conditionally complete real vector lattice as follows (cf. [29]): 
z hV’~T F,)(r) = V {Fl(rl) A F2(r2), rl + r2= r}, 
(a * F)(r) = W/a), where 0 < a, 
(a. F)(r) = V ((F(r/a + l/n))“, n E N > where a < 0, 
(O.F)(r)=Q,O<r, where a = 0, 
= 0, r < 0, where a = 0, 
F16F20F2(r)GFl(r) VrE(W. 
Obviously (X( R, ch), t p. , ., =$ ) is a conditionally complete real vector 
space. A B-fuzzy real number F is nonnegative w.r.t. $ ) iff F(0) =@ (cf. 
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Sect. 5 in [ 131). We define a multiplication for nonnegative B-fuzzy real 
numbers F, and Fz by 
and we extend rc h to X(R, 6) as follows: 
Obviously (X(R, 8), z ,, , TC ,,, * ) is a commutative real algebra with unit 
element. 
Identifying a (crisp) real number XE R’ with the B-fuzzy real number E, 
determined by 
E,(T) = 1) x < r, 
= 8, r 6 x, 
we obtain that x --f E, is a ring-monomorphism from (R, +, .) to 
(Jw4@),~.,~.). 
DEFINITION 2.8 (B-fuzzy pseudo-norm). Let (E, +) be a commutative 
group and X(R +, 6) ( = %‘(I$ 6)+) be the set of all nonnegative B-fuzzy 
real numbers. A mapping 1 I: E -+ X( R’ +, 6) is said to be a B-fuzzy 
pseudo-norm on E iff ( ( satisfies the following conditions: 
(Nl) 1x1 =E,,ox=O (Identity) 
(N2) 1x1 = 1 -xl, VXE E, (Symmetry) 
(N3) Ix+yI ~~~(l-4, 1~1). (Triangle Inequality) 
THEOREM 2.9 (Metrization of B-fuzzy topological grops). Let (6, <) be 
a complete Boolean algebra of countable type, and (E, +) be a commutative 
group. 
(a) Zf I I is a B-fuzzy pseudo-norm on E, then there exists an unique 
Q-fuzzy topology 0, , on E provided with the properties 
(1) {bE6jEJ3nEN s.t. b(x)=Jx((2-“),VxEE} is a neighborhood 
base of 0 w.r.t. 0, , 
(2) (E, +, Lo, , ) is a II -Hausdor- separated, O-fuzzy topological 
group. 
(b) Let (E, +, 0) be a I-Hausdorff separated, S-fuzzy topological 
group having a countable O-neighborhood base. Then there exists a B-fuzzy 
pseudo-norm I 1 on E such that 0 is induced by 1 1, i.e., 0 = Lo, , . 
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Proof The assertion (a) follows immediately from Corollary 2.4. In 
order to verify assertion (b) we proceed as follows: By virtue of 
Corollary 2.5 we are in the position to choose a sequence (b,),, N of 
B-fuzzy O-neighborhoods b, satisfying: 
(i) b,+l+b,+l+b,+16b,,VnE~ 
(ii) b, is symmetric for all n E N 
(iii) {b,, n E N } is a neighborhood base of 0. 
We define a mapping p: E-r X(R+, 8) by 
bb)l(r) = QJ 1 < r, 
= b,(x), 2-“<rQ2-(“-1) 7 (2.2) 
= 0, Y GO. 
With regard to (ii) and (iii) the mapping p fulfills (Nl) and (N2). 
Moreover p induces a B-fuzzy pseudo-norm ) 1 as 
(zi)l=l EE”, f Zi=X ** (2.2’) 
I=1 
In order to verify that the B-fuzzy pseudo-norm ( 1 generates the G&fuzzy 
topology 0, because of (2.2) and (2.2’) it is sufficient to prove 
ASSERTION. 
Vn E N V(x,);= 1 E E” V(r,);, 1 E (R+)n: 
;&, CPtxi)ltri) G [P ( i xi)] ( 2 ’ 2 b). 
i= 1 i=l 
. Proof. In the case of n = 1, t<C;= i ri or C;= I ri= 0, the assertion is 
evident. Therefore we assume that n is greater than 2 and the inequality 
0 <a := C;= i ri < 1 is valid; and therefore the following alternative holds 
true: 
Either 
io- 1 
3i,E{2 ,..., n-1)s.t. 1 ri<((l).a, t ri < (4). a 
i=l i=i,+1 
or 
n-1 
($)-act-, or 1 rid (1). a. 
i= 1 
* &(Zi)) = T n (z h (P(ZlX P(Z2)L P(Z”)). 
I=1 
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Using induction over n we obtain 3i, E {l,..., n}: 
i, CP(xi)l(ri) G[ P (jig: xi)] la) A CP(xio)l(a) A [p ( i 
i = i,, + 1 
Xi)] (a). 
Now we choose a natural number m E fV with 2-” < a < 2-““- ‘I; from the 
above relation in connection with (2.2) and (iii) we derive the estimation 
/j CP(xi)l(ri) 6 b 
i= 1 
hence the assertion follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let (E, +, Cl) be a commutative, oi-fuzzy topological 
group and H a closed subgroup of E, i.e., H is an ordinary subgroup of E 
satisfying the condition: (G)(X) = II ax E H. If 0 is generated by a G-fuzzy 
pseudo-norm 1 1, then the B-fuzzy quotient topology OQ is also generated by 
a B-fuzzy pseudo-norm. In particular OQ can be derived from the B-fuzzy 
pseudo-norm 0 0 defined by 
0 [xl rn=A WlJ’~C~l~ V[x] E E/H. 
Proof: The assertion follows immediately from Remark 2.6 and 
Theorem 2.9. 
EXAMPLES 2.11. (a) Let (A’, ., T) be an ordinary compact topological 
group, go(X) be the a-algebra of all Baire subsets of X w.r.t. z, and let 
&‘(X, 8) be the set of all a-homomorphisms h: go(X) + 6. X(X, 6) can 
be endowed with the structure of a @-fuzzy topological group as follows: 
First we recall that each element h E X(X, ctj) is induced by a continuous 
mapping oh in the following sense (cf. [ 151): Let S be the Stone space of 
(ti, a(S) be the a-algebra of all Bore1 subsets of S, A, be the a-ideal of all 
Bore1 subsets of S of first category, j: B(S) + W(S)/d, the quotient map, 
and let i: 8 + $#(S)/d, be the canonical Boolean isomorphism (cf. [33, 
p. 1521); according to Theorem 1 in [ 151 for every element h E X(X, 8) 
there exists a unique continuous point mapping CD,,: S-+X equipped with 
the property 
h(A) = i-‘(j(@,‘(A))) VA E 9&(X). 
Further every ordinary open subset U of X induces a B-fuzzy subset g, of 
WX 6) by 
g,(h) = i-‘(A@;‘(u))), 
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where Qh is the continuous representation of h. It is easy to show that 
&={g& -@‘prct5xr, 
g(h) = v ‘@ * g,(h), (a, U) E r11 
is B-fuzzy topology on x(X, 6). Moreover introducing a binary 
operation . on x(X, 6) by 
hI. h2 = h+&+,, . Qhz = a/,,, 
where @,,, is the continuous representation of h,, we obtain that 
(x(X, 8), ., 0) is B-fuzzy topological group. 
(b) Let (3, + ) be a commutative group and N(E) be the set of all 
ordinary pseudo-norms on E. On M(E) we consider the coarsest o-algebra 
& of subsets of M(E) such that for all XE E the projections 
ZZ, : N(E) --t Iw + determined by 
n.x(l I)= I-4 VI l~Jlr(E) 
are Bore1 measurable. Further let .D be a probability measure on d, Z, be 
the o-ideal of all p-null-sets in d, and let jO: d -+ J&‘/Z, be the quotient 
map. Then the mapping 1 ( : E -+ &‘( [w +, d/Z,) defined by 
(14)(~)=~o(~;1([O~ r[)h rE[W+, 
is a d/Z,-fuzzy (= probabilistic) pseudo-norm on E, and the d/Z,-fuzzy 
topology 0, , generated by I 1 is compatible with the algebraic structure on 
E (cf. Theorem 2.9) i.e., (E, +, 0, ,) is an d/Z,-fuzzy topological group. 
3. B-FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL RINGS AND MODULES 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (R, +, .) be a ring and 0 be a B-fuzzy topology on 
R. The quadruple (R, +, ., 0) is said to be a 8-fuzzy topological ring iff the 
following conditions are satisfied 
(RTl ) (R, +, 0) is a B-fuzzy topological (commutative) group 
(RT2) The multiplication (x, y) -+x. y is Q-fuzzy continuous w.r.t. 
000 and 9. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (R, +, .) be a ring, 0 be the neutral element 
w.r.t. +, 0 be B-fuzzy topology on R, and let UJ, be the system of all @-fuzzy 
neighborhoods of 0. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
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(i) (R, +, ., 0) is a B-fuzzy topological ring 
(ii) Cl is translation-invariant and U, fulfills the subsequent properties 
(RVl) VdE UJ, 3~: UJ, -t 6 s.t. V {K(b), b E OJ,} = II, 
(b+b)(z) A k.(b)<d(z), VZER, VbEU,. 
(RV2) dEUJ.*(-d)EUJ),. 
(RV3a) Vx~RVd~U,3rc:U,-,~s.t.V(~(b),b~~~}=21, 
b(z) A lc(b)<d(x.z), VZER. 
(RV3b) VXER VdE UJ, 3rc:U,+6 s.t. V{K(~), bEUJ),)=l, 
b(z) A k-(b) ,< d(z . x), Vz E R. 
(RV3c) VdElll, 31~: U,+B s.t. //{/c(b), bEUJJ=l, 
(b.b)(z)~ rc(b)<d(z), VZER, VbEU,. 
Proofi The implication (i) * (ii) is obvious. In order to verify (ii) =z. (i) 
we proceed as follows: By virtue of Proposition 2.2 the property (RTl) is a 
direct consequence of (RVl) and (RV2). Further let (x, , y,) be a point of 
R x R and d be a G-fuzzy neighborhood of 0. From (RVl) we infer that 
there exists a mapping K: U, + 65 satisfying the condition 
v {~(b),bW,}=~, (b+b+b)(z) AK(b)<d(z) VbEUj, (3.1) 
Because of (RV3) and (U2) for every element b E UJ,, there exist three map- 
pmgs IC:, rci, and ~2 from U, to 6 provided with the properties 
v {K;(6), FEU,} = II, 
K#,) v icb(&) d K#, A &) (i= 1, 2, 3) 
b”(z) A .#, d b(z . y,), 
b”(z) A IC;(~“) < b(x, . z) Vz E R, 
(6 F)(u) A ~if(b”) < b(u) Vu E R. 
(3.2) 
(3.2’) 
From (3.1) and (3.2’) we derive the estimation 
<d(z, .zz--x; y,). 
Defining a mapping K: U, + 6 by 
(3.3) 
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we obtain from (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), 
v {I#), b”E UJ,} =Q, 
E(Zl -x0) A &z*- y,) A Jq6)<d(z,*z,-x; y,); 
and therewith, by virtue of the translation-invariance of 0, the mul- 
tiplication . is @fuzzy continuous. 
DEFINITION 3.3 (B-fuzzy valuated rings). Let (R, +, .) be a ring and 
X(R+, (tj) be the set of all nonnegative, O-fuzzy real numbers. A mapping 
1 (: R -+ X(R +, 8) is said to be a cci-fuzzy oaluation on R iff 1 1 satisfies 
(PVl) 1 1 is a B-fuzzy pseudo-norm on R w.r.t. + 
(PV2) IX.Yl G~,(IXL IYI) ( Submultiplicativity)9 
EXAMPLE 3.4. The mapping I I : S( R, Q) + Z( IR +, 8) defined by 
IFI (r) = v (F(r) A V( --I + vm VrER, 
nerm 
is a (li-fuzzy valuation on the ring (X( IF!, 8), r ,, , rc ,, ). 
From Proposition 3.2 we derive 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let ) ) be a B-fuzzy valuation on a ring (R, +, .). If 0 
is the O-fuzzy topology on R generated by ) I (cf: Theorem 2.9), then 
(R, +, *, 0) is a B-fuzzy topological ring. 
DEFINITION 3.6 (@fuzzy topological module). Let (R, +, ., Co,) be a 
B-fuzzy topological ring, (E, +, . ) be a module over R and let 0 be a 
Q-fuzzy topology on E. The quadruple (E, +, ., 0) is called a B-fuzzy 
topological R-module iff the following conditions are satisfied 
(GT) (E, +, CO) is a B-fuzzy topological (commutative) group. 
(MT) The mapping (1, x) + I. x from R x E to E is B-fuzzy con- 
tinuous w.r.t. 0, @ Co and 0. 
DEFINITION 3.7. (a) A B-fuzzy valuation on a ring R with unit 
element is said to be nondiscrete iff there exists an invertible element 3, E R 
such that (II(l) = II. (b) Let I I be a B-fuzzy valuation on R and (E, +, . ) 
be a module over R. A B-fuzzy subset f of E is called circled iff 
IJ.l(l’)~f(x)<f(n*x) for all (1,x)~RxE. A B-fuzzy subset f of E is 
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said to be absorbing iff for all X,EE the equality 
VnEN (AAER ((f(~.x,))’ * I4(l/n))‘)=Q holds. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let 1 1 be a nondiscrete Q-fuzzy valuation on a com- 
mutative ring (R, +, .) and Co, be the B-fuzzy topology on R generated by 
) 1. Further let (E, +, .) be a module over R and 0 be a B-jiizzy topology on 
E. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) (E, +, ., 0) is a B-fuzzy topological R-module 
(ii) 0 is translation-invariant and has a O-neighborhood base B, 
equipped with the following properties 
(GW’) VbE B, 31~: B, -+B ct. v {K(b”), 6EBO}=Q, 
(&+ b”)(x) A x(g) 6 b(x) Vx E E 
(MVl) Every element b E B, is circled and absorbing 
(MV2) 3c(~(kRI1~’ exists, 11/(l) =Q} s.t. bEB,*tx. bE B,, 
where (a. b)(x) = b(a-’ . x). 
Proof (a) (i)* (ii) Let B0 be the set of all circled B-fuzzy 
neighborhoods of 0 w.r.t. 0. Since the mapping A+ A. x, is B-fuzzy con- 
tinuous in o E R, every B-fuzzy neighborhood of 0 is absorbing; i.e., B, 
fulfills (MVl ). From the @-fuzzy continuity of the mappings (x, y) + x + y 
and x -+ A,. x (A, E R) we conclude that it is suflicient to prove that B0 is a 
O-neighborhood base. By virtue of the B-fuzzy continuity of the mapping 
(A, x) + 1. x in (0, 0) for every B-fuzzy O-neighborhood de U, there 
exists a mapping ic: N x U, + 6 equipped with the following properties 
V (Ic(n,b),(n,b)E~xaJ,}=Q, 
(3.4) 
IAl (l/n) A b(x) A tc(n, b) < d(i. x). 
Defining a circled B-fuzzy O-neighborhood 6, by 
6Jz) = V { 111 (l/(n + l)+ ) A b(x) 1 (A, x) E R x E, 1. x = z}, 
we obtain from (3.4) that B, is in fact a O-neighborhood base. 
(b) (ii)*(i) The B-fuzzy continuity of the addition follows from 
(GVl’). In order to verify the continuity of the mapping (A, x) + I. x we 
proceed as follows: By reason of (GVl’) for every element b,E B, there 
exists a mapping K: [L%, + (fi equipped with the property 
(3.5) 
v (K(6)&Bo}=Q, 
(6+ b”+ a)(x) A ~(6) <b,(x). 
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Further we fix a pair (;1,, x,) E R x E and an element a E R satisfying 
(MV2). For each n E N we choose a natural number m, with 
n. (1 - l/n)“n < 1; hence the submultiplicativity implies 
II, := I/l,l(n) A Icq(l- l/n)< ~lZo.cPq(l+). (3.6) 
Referring to (MVl) each element 5~ B, is circled and absorbing; and 
therewith the following relations are valid 
R, A (a”4Y)(x-X,)<b”(il,~(x-x,)) (3.7) 
lc5: N +8 s.t. v {q(n), nd}=Q, Kg(n) G xg(n + 11, 
(3.8) 
For all 5, B, with b< am”. b” we derive from (3.5), (3.7), and (3.8) the 
estimation 
b(x - x,) A 12 - A,1 (l/n) A i?, A iC&) A I&) 
<&,*(X-X,)) A &(&&).X0) A &(b&,)* (X-Xx,)) A K(a) 
< b,( A. x - I, . x,). (3.9) 
Defining a mapping K: N x B, -+ 8 by 
t(n, b)=V {I?,, A IQ(~) A ~~(b)lh&, b=+P~} 
we conclude from (MV2), (3.6), and (3.9): 
v { E(n, b), (n, 6) e F+J x b} = Q, 
b(x - x,) A IA - &I (l/n) A K(n, b) < b,(i . x - &, . x,); 
hence (A, x) -+ A. x is %-fuzzy continuous at (A,, x,). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let I I be a nondiscrete, @-fuzzy valutation on a com- 
mutative ring R, (E, +, .) be a R-module, and let B be a I-filter base on E 
provided with the properties (GVl’), (MVl) and (MV2). Then there exists a 
unique translation-invariant, B-fuzzy topology 0, on E satisfying the follow- 
ing conditions: 
(i) B is a neighborhood base of 0 w.r.t. On 
(ii) (E, +, ., OB) is a e-fuzzy topological R-module. 
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COROLLARY 3.10. Let (E, +, a) be a module over the ring 
(wk @), z A 7 71 h ) (cf: Example 3.4), and 0 be a @fuzzy topology on E. 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) (E, +, +, 0) is a 0%fuzzy topological module over X(Iw, 6) 
(ii) 0 is translation-invariant and has an O-neighborhood base Bo 
equipped with the properties (GVl’) and (MVl). 
Proof. Referring to Theorem 3.8 it is suflicient to prove that the asser- 
tion (ii) implies the B-fuzzy continuity of the mapping (A, x) + 2. X. For 
each n E N there exists a natural number m, with n. (t)“n < 1. Using the 
notations of the proof of Theorem 3.8 we first obtain 
(A,1 (n) A b”(2mn. (X-X,)) d&A, ’ (x - x0)). 
By virtue of (GVl’) for every element 6~ B, there exists a map 
qm”,6): &I --t Q equipped with the property 
v hn..db), bg ‘W = Q, b(x) A tcC,,&b) 6 6(Zmn. x) (3.10) 
and therewith the relation 
qm,,6)(b) * I& (n) * 0 - x0) < g(L. (x-x,)) (3.11) 
holds true. Defining a mapping Ic: N x El0 + 6 by 
we conclude from (3.5), (3.8), (3.10), and (3.11) 
V {+, b), (n, b)E N x B,} =Q, 
b(x - x,) A IA- &,I (l/n) A t?(n, b) < b,(A: * x - 1,. x,); 
hence (2, x) --+ 1. x is Q-fuzzy continuous at (A,, x,). 
DEFINITION 3.11. Let 1 1 be a @-fuzzy valuation on a commutative ring 
R with unit element, which contains the field [w of all ordinary real num- 
bers, i.e., there exists a ring-monomorphism 6: loci R such that Ia( = clrl 
for all r E Iw. Further let (E, +, a) be a R-module. (a) A B-fuzzy subset f of 
E is called convex iff for all real numbers 1 E [0, 1 ] and for all (x, y) E E x E 
the inequality f(x) A f(y) < f(n. x + (1 - 1). y) holds true. A B-fuzzy 
topological R-module (E, +, . ) is said to be locally convex iff 0 has a 
neighborhood base consisting of convex B-fuzzy subsets only. (b) If R is a 
nondiscrete valuated field K, then every @fuzzy topological H-module is 
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said to be a B-fuzzy topological vector space over IK. Every locally convex 
B-fuzzy topological kmodule is called a locally conuex B-fuzzy topological 
vector space. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let 1 1 be a B-fuzzy valuation on a commutative ring 
R containing the field of all real numbers. Further let (E, +, * ) be a R-module 
and 0 be a B-fuzzy topology on E. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(i) (E, +, ., 0) is a locally convex B-fuzzy topological R-module 
(ii) 0 is translation-invariant and 0 has a neighborhood base B, 
provided with the properties 
(Kl) bEIBo=(;).b&o 
(K2) Every element b E Bo is circled, convex (i.e., absolutely con- 
vex) and absorbing. 
Proof The assertion follows immediately from Theorem 3.8. 
DEFINITION 3.13 (B-fuzzy seminorms), Let (E, +, .) be a real or com- 
plex vector space. A mapping p: E + Z’([w+, 6) is called a B-fuzzy 
seminorm on E iff p satisfies the following conditions 
(Nl’) P(O) = co 
(NT) p(J.. x)(r) =p(x)(r/lill), 1 #O, VrE R 
(N3’) p(x + Y) dz ,, (p(x), P(Y)). (Triangle Inequality) 
A B-fuzzy seminorm p is a B-fuzzy norm on E iff p fulfills the additional 
property 
(Nl”) p(x)=~,~x=O. 
Remark 3.14. (a) Let p be a B-fuzzy seminorm on a vector space E; 
then B, = {f E BEI 3n E N, f(x) = p(x)( l/n) Vx E E} is a I-filter base on E 
endowed with (Kl ) and (K2). Since the axioms (Kl) and (K2) imply 
(GVl’), (MVl ), and (MV2), we deduce from Corollary 3.9 in connection 
with Corollary 3.12 that there exists an unique B-fuzzy topology 0p on E 
such that (1) (E, +, .,op) is a locally convex B-fuzzy topological vector 
space, (2) B. is a O-neighborhood base w.r.t. op. Moreover 0, is 
II-Hausdorff separated iff p is a @-fuzzy norm on E. 
(b) Every locally convex B-fuzzy topology can be described by a 
family of @-fuzzy seminorms in the sense of (a). 
(c) Products and quotients of (locally convex) B-fuzzy topological 
modules are again (locally convex) @-fuzzy topological modules. 
Cd) Let 6% +, +, r) be an ordinary topological (locally convex) vector 
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space, and 0, be the 6%fuzzy topology on E generated by z (cf. Sect. 1.2). 
Then (E, +, ., @) is a (locally convex) Q-fuzzy topological vector space. In 
this sense we identify each ordinary topological vector space with a B-fuzzy 
topological vector space. 
4. PROBABILISTIC COMPLETE ~-FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS 
In the following let (E, +) be always a commutative group. Further let 
(E, V) be a B-fuzzy uniform space. A (s-fuzzy vicinity dE V is said to be 
translation-invariant iff d satisfies the following condition: 
d(x + z, y + z) = d(x, y) V(x,y,z)~ExExE; 
V is called translation-invariant iff V has a vicinity base B consisting of 
translation-invariant B-fuzzy vicinities only. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (E, +, 0) be a Q-fuzzy topological commutative 
group. Then there exists an unique translation-invariant @-fuzzy uniformity 
W on E such that 0 is induced by W, i.e., 0 = Q,. 
Proof: The unicity of V is an immediate consequence of the j-filter 
axiom (Fl). In order to prove the existence of V we proceed as follows: Let 
B, be the set of all open, symmetric B-fuzzy neighborhoods of 0. From 
(1.2.3) in connection with Remark 2.2(a) we infer that B, is an 
O-neighborhood base. By virtue of (GVl’) the set 
W := (dE OExE 136 E BO, d(x, y) = b(y -x)} is a vicinity base on E. 
Moreover the B-fuzzy uniformity V generated by W is translation- 
invariant and induces the B-fuzzy topology 0. 
Remark 4.2. Every @-fuzzy topology 0 being compatible with the 
algebraic structure on E can be identified with a translation-invariant 
B-fuzzy uniformity V(0) on E such that 0 is induced by V(0); therefore 
every B-fuzzy topological commutative group (E, +, 0) can be considered 
as a B-fuzzy uniform space (E, V(O)). In particular V(S) has a vicinity 
base VW provided with the following properties (cf. proof of 
Proposition 4.1): 
Every element d E W is translation-invariant. (4.1) 
dE W =z- do is an open B-fuzzy O-neighborhood, where 
do(x) = d( 0, x) Vx E E. (4.1’) 
(a) The addition (x, y) --) x+ y and the inversion x + -x are 
uniformly continuous with respect to V(O). 
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(b) A B-fuzzy topological group (E, +, 0) is probabilistic complete iff 
(E, V(S)) is probabilistic complete. A Q-filter iF on E is a Cuuchy filter iff 
for every B-fuzzy O-neighborhood b there exists a mapping K: F + 8 
provided with the properties 
(c) V(0) is Q-separated iff for each element XE E with x # 0 there 
exists a G-fuzzy O-neighborhood b with b(x) # Il, i.e., iff (E, +, 0) is 
I-Hausdorff separated. 
(d) Let (E;, +, Q) be a Q-fuzzy topological group (i = 1, 2) and 
h: E, + E, be an algebraic homomorphism. Then the following assertions 
are equivalent 
(i) h is B-fuzzy continuous at 0. 
(ii) h is uniformly continuous w.r.t. V(Q) and V(&). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (8,~) be a weakly o-distributive, complete Boolean 
algebra of countable type (cf [ 20]), (E, +, 0) be a II -Hausdorff separated, 
B-fuzzy topological, comutative group, and let M be a closed subgroup of E 
(i.e., M is a subgroup of E equipped with the property (1 M)(~) = Q * x E M). 
Zf (E, +, 0) is probabilistic complete and if 0 has a countable neighborhood 
base w.r.t. 0, then the quotient group (E/M, +, 0o) (cf Remark 2.6(a)) is 
also probabilistic complete. 
Proof: Since 0 has a countable neighborhood base, we infer from 
Theorem 2.9 that 0 is generated by a @-fuzzy pseudo-norm 1 I. By virtue 
of Corollary 2.10 the B-fuzzy topology oQ can be derived from the G-fuzzy 
pseudo-norm [ Q determined by 
IIXI 14 = /j { IX’L X’E [xl} V[x] E E/M. (4.2) 
Further let (F be a Cauchy filter on E/M; since 8 is a Boolean algebra of 
countable type, there exists a nonvoid, countable subset (f,, 1 E N > of IF 
provided with the following properties: 
fl+15fi VIE N, (4.3) 
VnEN 3K,: (f,,lEN}+(fj 
s.t. 
df/) d Ja-/+1h v Jw-/) = Q, (4.3') 
/EN 
.f/(Cxl) AhCCYl) A %u/)~EJIl~-v114(2-“) VIE N. 
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Since 6 is weakly a-distributive and is a Boolean algebra of countable 
type, we are in the position to choose a sequence of mappings ylk: N -+ IV 
such that the subsequent relations are valid 
Ykb) G ul,+ 1(n), Y&l) < Y/Jn + 1) (k, n) E N x N, (4.4) 
v ( A GM)))) =ll. (4.4') 
kcN IlEN 
Setting K, := rc,(f,,(,)), g, :=JY,Crj, we obtain from (4.3)(4.4’) 
g/+ 1 =G g/2 (4.5) 
v Ic,=Il, s,(Cxl) A gr(bl) A c,qvx-m(2-‘). (4.5') 
/EN 
(a) We prove that the l-filter [F* generated by {g,, 1~ fV> is con- 
vergent. For each natural number 2 we choose a B-fuzzy subset h, of E/M 
(a so-called B-fuzzy point in E/M) satisfying the following conditions 
MCXI) A MLYl)=@ if [xl Z Cvl~ 
(4.6) 
v {h(Cxl), [xl EE/W = 11 
MCxl)G SdCXl) V[X]EE/M. (4.6') 
Moreover for each IE N we choose a B-fuzzy subset r, of E provided with 
the properties 
r,(u) G (14 (2-‘) ” WD) VUEE, (4.7) 
v ww9 u E [xl> = ((19 [xl tIJN2 -9 ” w% 
(4.7') 
T,(u) A T,(u) = fm if u # u, U, u E [x] V[x] E E/M. 
Now we are in the position to define a sequence of B-fuzzy subsets 
(so-called B-fuzzy points) e”, of E as follows: For every element [x] E E/M 
we fix an element x’ E E with x’ E [xl; 
P,(u)=h,(Cxlh u E [xl, 24 = x’, 
= an, UE [x], u#x’; 
(4.8) 
(e y)(u):=(v I+ 1 {k+l(b]) Ah,([yl)I[u]=[x-y]})A r,(u) 
(4.9) 
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From (4.5))(4.6’) and (4.7’)-(4.9) we obtain the relation 
V eZ(U)=4+,([zl). (4.10) 
ue[z] 
Moreover for all m > n > no we derive from (4.6), (4.7), (4.7’), and (4.9) the 
estimation 
( i 
m-l m-1 
< v /j (gy%j)(W,), c wj = u - v 
I) 
A En, 
J=n j=n 
m-1 m-l 
G V /j IWjl(2-‘), C W,=U-U 
( i I) 
< lU-Ul(2p”“+‘). (4.10’) 
j=n j=n 
For each n, E N we define a (ti-fuzzy subset d,,” of E by 
d&4 = v P,(u), no 6 1) VMEE. (4.11) 
From (4.6), (4.10), and (4.10’) we conclude that {d,, no N} generates a 
Cauchy filter F on E. Since (E, +, 6) is probabilistic complete, [F converges 
to a point U, E E. By virtue of (4.5), (4.6’), (4.10), and (4.11) the point [u,] 
is an adherent point of F *, hence [F* converges to [u,] w.r.t. 0Q (cf. 
Lemma 5.2 in [ 161). 
(b) Let W be the Q-filter generated by {f[, 1 E N }. Obviously W is a 
Cauchy filter on E/M and W is contained in IT*. Since [F* is convergent, by 
virtue of Lemma 5.2 in [ 161 the I-filter W is also convergent; hence by the 
definition of W the l-filter IF converges, i.e., (E/M, +, 0o) is probabilistic 
complete. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4 (Probabilistic completion of e-fuzzy topological 
groups). Let (E, +, 0) be a II-separated, B-fuzzy topological commutative 
group. There exists a probabilistic complete, II -separated, 6%fuzzy 
topological, commutative group (&, T, 8) satisfying the following condition: 
(GC) There exists a monomorphism j: E -+ i? provided with the proper- 
ties 
(i) j(E) is dense in l? 
(ii) j is a homeomorphism onto j(E) with respect to the B-fuzzy 
relative topology on j(E) induced by 0. 
In particular (& $-, 8) is unique, i.e., (g’, T-, 6) is determined by (GC) up to 
an isomorphism. 
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The proof of Theorem 4.4 relies on 
LEMMA 4.5. Let (E, +) be a commutative group and 0 be a translation- 
invariant 8-fuzzy topology on E. Further let (A, +) be a dense subgroup of 
(E, +), i, be the canonical injection from A into E, and let W be a B-fuzzy 
uniformity on E equipped with the properties 
(a) a/ is compatible with 0, i.e., 0 = Co,. 
(b) The mapping (x, y) -+ y-x from E x E to E is uniformly con- 
tinuous w.r.t. W x W and W. 
(c) The B-fuzzy uniformity W, := {(i, x iA)-l(d), dE W} on A has a 
vicinity base W, satisfying (4.1) and (4.1’). 
Then W is translation-invariant. 
Proof: By virtue of Lemma 4.14 in [16] it is sufficient o prove that for 
each B-fuzzy vicinity f E WA the B-fuzzy vicinity (i, x iA)( f) in E is trans- 
lation-invariant. We put F= {(x, y) E E x E, y -x E A} and consider the 
relative B-fuzzy topology on F induced by 0 0 0. From (b) and (c) we 
conclude that for all f E W, the B-fuzzy subset h, of F defined by 
hf(x, ~)=ftQ y-x) 
is open. Further we denote by iCa,FJ (iF, respectively) the canonical injection 
from A x A into F (from F into E x E, respectively). Since f is translation- 
invariant and 1 A x A is dense in F, the relation (1.2.4) implies: hf < iCA,&-); 
and therewith by virtue of (U4) the inequality iF(hf)< 
(i, x iA) holds-in other words, using once more the translation- 
invariance of f-we obtain: iF(hr) = (i, x iA)( f ). Therefore it is sufficient o 
establish the relation 
iF(hf)(xoy YJ = id(fo)(yo - x0) where fo(z) = f(0, z). (4.12) 
Since iF(hf) is the inverse image of iA under the map (x, y) + y - X, the 
8-fuzzy continuity of (x, Y) -, Y-X implies iAhf)(x,, y,) 6 
i,(fo)( y, - x,). Further let U O be the set of all e-fuzzy O-neighborhoods. 
Since all translations are homeomorphisms on E, we obtain the estimation 
iA(fo)bo--J= A 
deU(J 
( V fo(z-x0) A d(z- YJ) 
zsx,+A 
B /j ( v 
deUo (Z'J") E F 
fo(z’ -z”) A d(z’ - y,) A d(z” - x0)) 
= iF(hf)(xoF Y,); (4.13) 
and therewith the relation (4.12) is verified. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let (,!?, 9) be the probabilistic completion of 
(E, V(S)), andj be the canonical injection from E into g (cf. Theorem II in 
1.4). By the principle of uniformly continuous extension (cf. Theorem I in 
1.4, or Proposition 5.5 in [ 163) there exists a binary operation ? on ,? 
satisfying 
(a) (6 $ ) is a commutative group and the mappings (a, $) -+ 
Z $ $,i -t ( -2) are uniformly continuous w.r.t. Q. 
(b) j: E 4 g is a monomorphism. 
In order to verify the assertion of Theorem 4.4 it is sufficient to prove that 
the @-fuzzy topological group (,!?, $-, 00) is probabilistic complete, i.e., the 
B-fuzzy uniform space (E, n/(Oc )) is probabilistic complete. Since 0 fulfills 
the hypothesis of Lemma 4.5 (cf. Remark 4.2), we obtain that Q is trans- 
lation-invariant, i.e., Q = V(&) (cf. Proposition 4.1); hence the assertion 
follows. Q.E.D. 
The B-fuzzy topological commutative group (8, $, 8) determined by the 
condition (GC) is called the probabilistic completion of (E, +, 0). 
Remark 4.6. Let (E, +, 0) be a Q-separated, B-fuzzy topological com- 
mutative group, (,$ $, 8) be the probabilistic completion of (E, +, Co), and 
let j: EGE be the canonical injection. 
(a) If UO is the system of all B-fuzzy U-neighborhoods in E, then 
B = {j(d), d E U .} is an &neighborhood base in i?. 
(b) If M is a subgroup of E equipped with the relative topology 
induced by 0, then the probabilistic completion It?r of M is isomorphic to ..- 
ii? --:= (9 E E, ( lj&(a) = II }. 
(c) Let (8, <) be a complete Boolean algebra of countable type. If 
(E, +, 0) is (probabilistic) metrizable (cf. Theorem 2.9), then the 
probabilistic completion of (,!?, $, 6) is also (probabilistic) metrizable. 
From Theorem 4.3 in connection with Theorem 4.4 and Remark 4.6 we 
derive 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let (6, <) be a complete, weakly a-distributive 
Boolean algebra of countable type. Further let (E, +, 0) be a (probabilistic) 
metrizable, B-fuzzy topological commutative group (cf Theorem 2.9) and M 
be a subgroup of E equippedxh the property: ( 1 M)(~) = II * x E M. Then 
the probabilistic completion E/M of E/M is isomorphic to E/a. 
A homomorphism h from a B-fuzzy topological group (E, +, CO,) to a 
B-fuzzy topological group (F, +, Co,) is called strict if and only if h is 
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B-fuzzy continuous, and for all g E Oi the image h(g) is open with respect 
to the relative topology on Im(h) induced by 4. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let (8, G) be a complete, weakly o-distributive 
Boolean algebra of countable type, and let (E, +, l-ol) and (F, +, ~$2) are 
probabilistic metrizable, Q-fuzzy topological commutative groups. If h: E -+ F 
is a strict homomorphism, then the Q-fuzzy continuous extension I? 2 + E of 
h to l? is again a strict homomorphism. Moreover the following relation is 
valid 
-A 
Ker(h) = Ker(h) , Im(L) = Tm(h): 
Proof We associate with h an algebraic isomorphism @,: E/Ker(h) -+ 
Im(h) such that the subsequent diagram (Fig. 2) is commutative 
h 
E -_I_ b F 
ll 
1 
1 
i 
E/Ker(h) - Im(h) 
‘h 
FIGURE 2 
Since h is strict, the isomorphism Dh is a topological isomorphism. By vir- 
tue of Corollary 4.7 in connection with Theorem I in 1.4 we obtain that the 
diagram in Fig. 3 is commutative 
E/Ker(h) - Im(h) 
n 
i 
(4) 
E/Ker(h) - E/Ker’(h) - In(h) +----+ Im(h) 
c 
h 
FIGURE 3 
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Since the Q-fuzzy continuous extension is unique (cf. Proposition 3.4 in 
[ 16]), the assertion follows from (*). 
THEOREM 4.9. Let (E, +, O,), (F, +, OJ, and (H, +, 4) are three com- 
plete, Ii-separated, B-fuzzy topological commutative groups. Further let A be 
a dense subgroup of E and B be a dense subgroup of F. If j A x B -+ H is a 
B-fuzzy continuous, Z-bilinear mapping, then the B-fuzzy continuous exten- 
sion f off to E x F exists, i.e., there exists a unique, B-fuzzy continuous, 
Z-bilinear mapping f: E x F --) H with ,fl A x B = f: 
Proof Let U h (OJ ‘,) be the system of all B-fuzzy O-neighborhoods in E 
(F) with respect to Co, (4). 
(a) In order to prove that the B-fuzzy continuous extension f off 
exists, it is sulkient to show that for every pair (x,, y,) E Ex F the II-filter 
lF generated by 
B := {hEWI3(C, c,)Eu;x u;: 
cI(x-xo) * cZ(Y-Yo)GNf(x, Y))) (4.14) 
is a Cauchy filter in H. Let Ui be the system of all B-fuzzy 
O-neighborhoods in H; by virtue of (GVl) for each dE UL there exists a 
mapping rc: ILJ~ + 8 equipped with the properties 
v {ic(b),b@JJJ:,}=O (4.15) 
(b + b + b + b)(z) A tc(b) 6 d(z) VZEH. (4.15’) 
Since f is B-fuzzy continuous in (0, O), we are in the position to choose 
a mapping Kb: ub x ui + 8 satisfying the conditions 
,, {Ic,(c,,c,),(c,,c,)E~J:,X~JZo}=Q (4.16) 
CI(X) A C*(Y) A Icbtcl, Cz) 6 b(f(x, Y)) V(x, y)~Ax B. 
(4.16’) 
From (GVl) and (GV2) we obtain 
V(c,,c,)E~):,Xu~31C,*:~~~~,31C,2:~~~~ 
with 
v {JCJS;), S;E UL} =a, i= 1, 2, (4.17) 
(c”1+(-~1))(x) A J%,(~l)~Cl(X) VXEE, 
(4.17’) 
(Cz + (-W)(Y) A ~c*(h) 6 C*(Y) V~EF. 
Since the mappings x + f(x, y,) and y + f(xl, y) are B-fuzzy continuous 
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in 0, for each pair (x1, y 1 ) E A x B and for each element b E U i, we are in 
the position to choose mappings IQ,~,): LJh + (li, IC(~,.~~): LJL --t (5 with 
v Iqb,.v&L 21 E w =Q 
(4.18) 
Vk (h,X,)(?2)? t2 E us> = Q; 
C,(x) A qb,,&l) G W(x* Yl)) VXEA, 
MY) * k-,b,&2) ~4f(x19 Y)) QyeB. 
(4.18’) 
Once more applying the axioms (GVl) and (GV2) we obtain that for every 
pair (C,, ?I)~ UJ; x OJ; and for every pair (e,, EJE UJix Ui there exist 
mappings K(~,,~,): UL + (5, I+~,~~): U2, -P (li provided with the properties 
v {q~,,P,)m, c=lwl} =Q 
(4.19) 
v { K(~Z.y(~2)’ & E ug = Q; 
Setting 
(5 + (-l,))(x) A qp,,&) G e,(x) A EI(X) 
(c=2 + (-c=z))(Y) A q,,,,,(c=,) d ?2(Y) * c”*(Y). 
(4.19’) 
W(h Cl, c2, c”,, c”,, x1, y,, e,, e,))(c=,, 22) 
= K(b) A f%(C,, Cd A &,(;I) * K&) * ?I@, --%I A ‘%Y, - Yo) 
A K(b,y,)(h) A K(b,x,)(~z) A K(P,.&) * K(,,,&h (4.20) 
we obtain from (4.16’t(4.19’) the estimations 
&(x-x,) A f,(x’-X,) A &(y- y,) A &(y’- y,) 
A (mb, Cl, c2,~1, c”2, x1, y,, El, W)(&, f,) 
<?,(X’-X) A t,(X’-X) A c”,(y’-y) A t,(y’-,V) A K(b,vl)(i$) 
A K(,,x,@,) A K(b) 
6 4f(x’ - x3 Y I )) * W(Xi T Y’ - Y)) * K(b), 
&(x-x,) A E,(x’-X,) A P,(y- y,) A &(y’- y,) 
A (Wb, Cl, c2, ?I, c”,, Xl, y,, Cl, e,))G,, c=2) 
d?,(X’-X) A t,(X’-X) A ?2(y’-J’o) A t,(y’-y,) A Kc,(&) 
* 22(y1- Yo) A 7‘,(c”2) A %(CI, C2) A K(b) 
s C,(X’ -X) A Cz(Y’ - J’,) A K/,(CI, Cd * K(b) 
<b(+fb’-X, Y’-VI)) A K(b), 
409. IOX. I-IO 
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5,(x-xX,) A 2,(x’-x,) A Qy- y,) A ?,(y’- y,) 
A (mb, Cl, cz, c”,, 22, Xl, y,, El, ~,))(C, f2) 
<b(f(x-x,, Y’-y)) A x(b). 
Since f is H-bilinear, we infer from (4.15’), 
f,(X - X,) A t,(X’ - X,) A i,( y - J’,) A f,( y’ - y,) 
A (17(h Cl, C2r c”,, h, Xl, Y,, &I, &))@I, &) 
6 4fW, Y’) -f(T Y)). 
Now we introduce a mapping rl: UL x OJZ, + 6 as follows: 
Since A x B is dense in E x F, we conclude from (4.20) in connection with 
(4.15)-(4.19), 
Referring to the above estimation we obtain 
&(X-X,) A f,(X’-X,) A t2(y-yo) A &(y’-yo) A J&f,) 
f 4f(x’, Y’) -f(x, Y))i 
hence the II -filter iF determined by (4.14) is a Cauchy filter. 
(b) Let f be the B-fuzzy continuous extension off; we introduce a 
B-fuzzy continuous mapping !I? (E x F) x (E x F) + 0 by 
vx,, Yl> x2, Y2) 
=f(x,+x2, Yl+Y,kf(x 17 Yl)-f(xl? Y2)-fh? Y,)-ftx2? Y2). 
Since (A x B) x (A x B) is dense in (E x F) x (E x F), we deduce from 
Yl (A XBjX (A x Bj = 0 that Y vanishes identically; hence f is B-bilinear. 
Q.E.D. 
From Theorems 4.4. and 4.9 we derive 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let (R, +, ., 0) be a I)-separated, Cjiizzy topological 
ring. Then the probabilistic completion (i?, $-, *, 8) of (R, +, *, 6) is again u 
1 -separated, B-fuzzy topological ring. 
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COROLLARY 4.11. Let (R, +, *, 0,) be a II -separated, @-fuzzy 
topological, commutative ring, (R, $, *, &,,J be the probabilistic completion of 
(R +,, ., OR), and let (E, +, ., 0) be a II-separated, B-fuzzy topological 
R-module. Then the probabilistic completion (,!?, 1, ?, 8) of (E, +, ‘, 0) is a 
II -separated, B-fuzzy topological R-module. 
Proof The assertion follows immediately from Corollary 4.10, 
Theorems 4.4, and 4.9. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let (E, +, ., 0) be a II-separated, locally convex, 
Q-fuzzy topological vector space. Then the probabilistic completion 
(,I?, $, *, 6) of (E, +, ., 0) is again a II-separated, locally convex, O-fuzzy 
topological vector space. 
Proof Since the closure of a convex B-fuzzy subset is convex, the asser- 
tion follows from Remark 4.6(a) in connection with Corollary 4.11. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
The aim of this section is to show that B-fuzzy continuity and 
probabilistic completeness play a remarkable part in the theory of 
stochastic processes. 
5.1. Probabilistic Completion of Ordinary Topological Groups, 
Rings, and Modules 
Many spaces of abstract valued random variables can be considered as 
the probabilistic completion of ordinary compact, Polish, or locally convex 
spaces. 
First we denote by (8, <) a complete, weakly o-distributive Boolean 
algebra of countable type, e.g., a probability o-algebra (cf. [20]). Further 
let (X, r) be an ordinary topological space, go(X) be the a-algebra of all 
Baire subsets of X, and let X(X, 8) be the set of all Boolean 
a-homomorphism h: go(X) + 6. 
(A) Let (X, r) be an ordinary (not necessarily metrizable) compact 
or Polish space. We identify 7 with the B-fuzzy topology @ on X generated 
by r (cf. Sect. 1.2). From Section 6 in [16] we obtain that the probabilistic 
completion of X w.r.t. 0, coincides with X(X, 8). Moreover, if (X, +, *, r) 
is an ordinary compact or complete metrizable separable ring, then we con- 
clude from Corollary 4.10 that (X(X, (5), $, *, 8,) is a probabilistic com- 
plete, B-fuzzy topological ring. In particular the algebraic operation $ and 
5 can be defined as follows: Let h, and h, are elements of X(X, (Ij), S be the 
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Stone space of 8, and let @; be a Baire measurable mapping from S to X, 
which induces the Boolean a-homomorphism h,, i.e., 
@l:‘(A)rh(A) VA ELBJX), i= 1, 2 (cf. [33, 153); 
then the o-homomorphism hl $ h2 (h I ^  hZ, respectively) is induced by 
@r + @Z (@r * Q2, respectively). 
EXAMPLES. (a) Let (0, l} be the ring consisting of two elements only. 
The probabilistic completion of (0, 1 } coincides with the Boolean algebra 
8, and the set U, of all Q-fuzzy O-neighborhoods is given by 
OJ, = {do (ljO, a0 < d(cc) Vcc E S}. Moreover the probabilistic completion of 
the power set 9(X) = (0, 1 }” is just the set Bx of all B-fuzzy subsets of X. 
(b) The probabilistic completion of the field (R, +, . ) of all ordinary 
real numbers coincides with the ring (%‘((I& oi), z h ,7c /\ ) of all (s-fuzzy 
real numbers, and the B-fuzzy topology on Z(R, 8) can be derived from 
the B-fuzzy valuation considered in Example 3.4. 
Remark. (a) The probabilistic completion of a nondiscrete valuated 
field is a B-fuzzy valuated ring. 
(b) Every probabilistic complete, l-separated, B-fuzzy topological 
commutative group is B-fuzzy topological module over %‘(Z, G) (cf. 
Corollary 4.11). 
(c) Every probabilistic complete, II -separated, B-fuzzy topological 
vector space is a B-fuzzy topological module over x(58, 8) (cf. 
Corollary 4.11). 
(B) Let (F,, zl), (F,, TV), and (F3, r3) are separable FrCchet 
spaces, and let 
be an exact sequence of strict morphisms. Since the probabilistic com- 
pletion of (Fi, zi) coincides with (X(Fi, 6), d*,) (i= 1, 2, 3), the B-fuzzy 
continuous extension J off to X(F, ,8) and g of g to %‘(F2, 8) exists (cf. 
Theorem 1.4 in 1.4). From Proposition 4.8 we obtain that 
is again an exact sequence of strict morphisms. As an application of this 
situation we are in the position to derive probabilistic versions of extension 
theorems, e.g., a probabilistic version of the theorem due to Bore1 (cf. 
[28]), etc. 
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(C) Let (F, r,) be the topological dual of a (not necessarily 
separable) Frechet space F provided with the topology of uniform con- 
vergence of compact subsets of F. It is not difficult to prove that there 
exists an upward directed index set Z and a projective system (Ei, ZZ,),,, of 
separable Frechet spaces Ei satisfying the following conditions 
(1) F:=projlimE, 
(2) VAE~~~EZ~A,E~#~(E~) s.t. A=ZZr’(Ai), where ZZi: PC-t 
Ei denotes the canonical map. 
Since the projective limit of Q-separated, probabilistic complete spaces is 
probabilistic complete (cf. Remark 5.4 in [ 16]), and since the probabilistic 
completion of Ei is &?(Ei, 8) we infer from (1) and (2) that the 
probabilistic completion E. coincides with X(Fc, 8) = proj lim X(Ei, 8). 
Further we denote by 3(F) the set of all separable, clomspaces S of 
F, obviously the relation 
Fc = proj lim Si 
+SEqF) 
holds true. Since in the case of separable Frechet spaces S the space 
#(& Q) is isomorphic to the space Y=(S, A?‘@, Q)) of all linear, B-fuzzy 
continuous mappings @: S + X( [w, (4i) (where X(lR, 6) is provided with 
the B-fuzzy topology derived from the Q-fuzzy valuation considered in 
Example 3.4) we obtain by means of projective limits that the probabilistic 
completion pc of F, coincides with the space YC(F, R(R, 6)) of all B-fuzzy 
continuous, linear mappings (9: F + X( IR, 6). 
5.2. A New Definition of the Stochastic Integral 
Let (Q, A’, p) be a probability space, Z, be the o-ideal of all p-null-sets in 
A!, and let d := A/Z, be the probability algebra corresponding to 
(52, A, p). Obviously %‘(I& d) is the space of all p-almost-everywhere 
defined, real valued random variables. Further let [a, b] be a compact 
interval and r(t) (a< t <b) be a stochastic process with orthogonal 
increments, i.e., 
5(t) E L,(Q, A, PX 
E(5(t,) - 5(t1))(5(td - t(M) = 0 t,<t,<tj<t4, 
at(t) - Hs)l’ -+ 0 as sft. 
The stochastic process g(t) induces a Bore1 measure m on [a, b] by 
m([a, t[)=Elt(t)-r(a)l*. On the space L*([a,b],m) of all square m-in- 
tegrable, real valued functions we introduce a &-fuzzy norm qr as follows: 
It is well known that there exists an isometry Z (the so-called stochastic 
integral with respect to 5) from L2([a, b], m) into L2 (9, .M, p) s 
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X(02, @‘); further let 1 j be the d-fuzzy valuation on %(lR, d) defined in 
Example 3.4; now the &‘-fuzzy norm qE is determined by the following 
relation 
qc(f) = IWI, .fE LA [a, bl, mi. 
According to Remark 3.14(a), qe; induces a Q-Hausdorff separated, d-fuzzy 
topology Co on L,( [a, 61, m); obviously Z is a strict morphism from 
L2( [a, b], m) into X’([w, d). By virtue of Proposition 4.8, Z has a d-fuzzy 
continuous extension I: A &&, b], m) -+ X(08, .&), which is also strict. We 
consider I^as the stochastic integral with respect to 5. In order to obtain a 
deeper insight into the properties of the*hastic integral fprns to be 
interesting to gain a repxntation of L2( [a, 61, m). Since L2( [a, b], m) is 
probabilistic complete, L2( [a, b], m) is a d-fuzzy topological module over 
#(IL!, &) (cf. Corollary 4.11); hence there exists a d-fuzzy continuous 
bilinear mapping 
determined by 
b(h,x)=h^x. 
On the (algebraic) tensor product X’(W, &) 0 L2( [a, b], m) we introduce 
an d-fuzzy seminorm qB by 
q,(U)=/j 
i 
TL (nA(lhil, IZ(Xi)l), u= ~ hi@xi . 
i= 1 i=l I 
According to Remark 3.14(a), qB induces a locally convex, Se-fuzzy 
topology 0, on X(W, &‘) 0 L2( [a, b], m), and the pair (X(W, J&‘) @ 
L2( [a, b], m), 0@) is called the projective d-fuzzy topological tensor 
product. Further let M be a subspace of X( [w, d) 0 L2( [a, b], m) defined 
by M= {u, q@(u) = E,}, and let Y be the canonical bilinear mapping. From 
the splitting property of the tensor product we deduce that the diagram in 
Fig. 4 is commutative 
Y 
H(R,A) x L2( [a,b] .m) + H(R,A) @ L2([a,b],d 
;! /I 
L2( [a,b] m) ’ (H(R,A) Q ~~([a,b],m)) / M 
f 
b 
FIGURE 4 
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Obviously jb is injective, and the probabilistic ompletion of X( R, &‘) @ 
LA [a, bl, ml/M coincides with Ls, b], m). 
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